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Abstract

Natural language instruction following tasks serve as a valuable test-bed for grounded language and robotics research. However, data collection for these tasks is expensive and end-to-end approaches suffer from data inefficiency. We propose the structuring of language, acting, and visual tasks into separate modules that can be trained independently. Using a Language, Action, and Vision (LAV) framework removes the dependence of action and vision modules on instruction following datasets, making them more efficient to train. We also present a preliminary evaluation of LAV on the ALFRED task for visual and interactive instruction following.

1. Introduction

Many state of the art natural language systems are conditioned solely on language input [5, 7, 8]. However, advanced language understanding requires that language is grounded in vision and interaction [3, 4]. Interactive and visual instruction following tasks provide a test-bed for developing methods that ground language in vision and actions. These types of tasks are also interesting from a robotics perspective. Ideally robots that interact with humans in the real world will support a natural language interface. Thus interactive and visual natural language instruction following tasks also work towards accomplishing this goal.

Typical approaches to instruction following tasks perform end-to-end learning with a deep neural network [2, 10]. However, gathering expert demonstrations paired with natural language instructions is costly and datasets are typically small. End-to-end baselines have performed poorly on interactive instruction following tasks, and many approaches to improve on baselines incorporate some modularization. Corona et al. [6] train separate modules for each type of high level task to be completed (e.g., go to, pick up), and Singh et al. [11] train a perception module separate from their action module. However, all modules in both of these methods are still dependent on the instruction following dataset. Recently, Saha et al. [9] introduced a method called Modular Vision and Language (MoViLan) that is most similar to our method. MoViLan also trains modules independently to work together at test time, but it is evaluated on a simpler version of the ALFRED task.

Simple end-to-end approaches for solving instruction following tasks ignore the fact that much can be learned about actions and vision independent of instruction datasets. We make this separation explicit and propose a Language, Action, and Vision (LAV) framework that can train each module independently, thus removing the action and vision modules’ dependence on any instruction following dataset. Our evaluation of LAV on the ALFRED task indicates that it is able to significantly outperform end-to-end baselines.

2. LAV Framework

Key to our LAV framework (see Figure 1) is that the action and vision modules can be trained independently of natural language instructions and expert trajectories. This usually means defining a set of possible action subtasks $g$ and target objects $o$. Given the natural language instruction $x_{lang}$, the main task of the Language Module $L$ is to identify the subtask and target object for the action and vision modules $L : x_{lang} \rightarrow o, g$.

With a set of possible objects, the LAV Vision Module $V$ can be trained to extract state features $s$ given visual ob-
servations $x_{obs}$ and a target object $o$, independent of the instruction following dataset $V : x_{obs}, o \rightarrow s$. The vision module benefits from this independence because computer vision datasets are typically cheaper to collect and more plentiful than instruction following datasets. Additionally, many instruction following tasks run in simulation making vision datasets especially simple to collect and label.

Finally the LAV Action Module $A$ can learn to complete subtasks with arbitrary target objects in a multi-task learning setting. Given a subtask $g$, target object $o$, and state features $s$, it learns to predict actions $a$ to complete the subtask $A : g, o, s \rightarrow a$. Multi-task robot learning is a popular research area and many approaches exist for solving this problem. For example, if the tasks are running in a simulator, the action module can be trained via multi-task reinforcement learning.

Note that the output from each independent module can also augment the input to other modules to improve test time performance as illustrated by the dotted items in Figure 1. For example, the language module can be informed by what objects are visible in the scene ($L : x_{lang}, s' \rightarrow o, g$ where $V' : x_{obs} \rightarrow s'$). Additionally, the language module can use the value of the current state under a specific subtask to determine the output with the highest chance of success ($L : x_{lang}, v \rightarrow o, g$ where $A' : s' \rightarrow v$).

3. Evaluation

To test our LAV framework, we develop a prototype implementation to evaluate on the ALFRED task [10].

3.1. Implementation

The LAV language module for our implementation is finetuned from a T5 language model [8]. We train the model to generate sequences of (subtask, target object) pairs based on natural language goal instructions. The subtasks we use consist of the seven high level actions defined by ALFRED (pick up, place, toggle, clean, cool, heat, and slice), and the objects consist of all of the object types used as target objects in the training set.

We train three vision networks that make up our LAV vision module. Given an RGB observation, these networks output an object type segmentation, a depth map, and an obstacle indicator. All three models were trained via supervised learning from datasets collected from the AI2THOR simulator. Depth maps are used in with segmentations to estimate the relative position to a target object.

Using the target object’s position estimated by the vision module, the LAV action module first navigates toward the target object and then executes low level actions corresponding to the current subtask predicted by the language module. Navigation is a simple depth first search around obstacles toward the target object’s estimated position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Test Data Seen</th>
<th>Test Data Unseen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SR</td>
<td>PWSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWIT [1]</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAV</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Percent success rate (SR), path weighted success rate (PWSR), goal condition success rate (GC), and path weighted goal condition success rate (PWGC) from ALFRED’s public leaderboard. Seen test data indicates scenes included in the training set but with novel tasks while unseen data used novel scenes.

For example, after picking up a dirty bowl the language module predicts the “clean” subtask and the “sink” target object. The vision module identifies the sink and provides an estimated position. The action module navigates toward the sink. Once the estimated position is in range, the action module performs the actions “place in sink”, “toggle sink on”, “toggle sink off”, and “pick up bowl”.

3.2. Results

We compare our LAV framework to the ALFRED baseline and the current state of the art (LWIT [1]) in Table 1. We also provide results when replacing our language and vision modules with ground truth oracles in Table 2. The LAV framework significantly outperforms the baseline across all metrics. While it doesn’t outperform LWIT in its current form, LAV suffers less from the transfer to novel test scenes than LWIT does. Also note that LAV only achieves 25.2% SR while using language and vision oracles. This indicates that the current point navigation search is a major weak point of our implementation. We plan to replace the current action module with a reinforcement learning agent in the future which will further improve performance.

4. Conclusion

The LAV framework demonstrates the advantage of training vision and action modules independent of instruction datasets. Doing so allows those modules to train on much cheaper and more abundant data. The language module is able to predict subtasks and target objects from instruction data without needing to learn vision and low level actions as well. In the future we plan to apply LAV to other tasks such as iGibson [13] and AI2-THOR Rearrangement [12] and improve upon the current LAV implementation.
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